Yantzee

The color is Blue. The Yantzee is played in the Key of C Major. Please note the photos of our instruments may show slight variations of components.

- Multigenerational
- Interactive Play
- Durable
- Sculptural
- Perfectly Tuned
- No Wrong Notes
- All Abilities, All Ages
- Everyone Can Play!

FreenotesHarmonyPark.com | 970.375.7825

A foundational piece for any instrument grouping, the low notes of the Yantzee create a rich canvas of sound for the other melodic instruments to play over. The Yantzee is an excellent accompaniment for all other Freenotes designs. The individual notes are made with resonated aluminium bars that give these low tones remarkable projection for their size. Please see our web site for Yantzee options.

Listen to the Yantzee
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eHv3TlpKpQ

For more photos visit:
http://freenotesharmonypark.com/products/instrument-collection/yantzee/

CAD Details at:
http://microsite.caddetails.com/Main/Company/ViewProduct?productID=5014&companyID=4720&searchType=0&microsite=1

FREENOTES HARMONY PARK CREATING MUSICAL PARKS IN COMMUNITIES EVERYWHERE!